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Advanced Social Media Marketing: How to Lead, Launch, and Manage a Successful Social Media ProgramApress, 2012

	Hundreds of millions of Americans are using social media (SM), and already some 70% of businesses have joined them there, using Facebook and other SM platforms to connect with their customers, and attract new ones. So the real question isn’t whether to take your business onto social media platforms—but how to do it quickly,...
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Clojure Data Analysis CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Make more of your data using Clojure and this brilliant cookbook full of real-world recipes. From creating revealing graphs to using data analysis libraries, you'll learn both the basics and advanced techniques.


	Overview

	
		Get a handle on the torrent of data the modern Internet has created
	...
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Tkinter GUI Application Development BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Master GUI programming in Tkinter as you design, implement, and deliver ten real-world applications from start to finish


	About This Book

	
		Conceptualize and build state-of-art GUI applications with Tkinter
	
		Tackle the complexity of just about any size GUI application with a structured and...
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Spark for Python DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Set up real-time streaming and batch data intensive infrastructure using Spark and Python
	
		Deliver insightful visualizations in a web app using Spark (PySpark)
	
		Inject live data using Spark Streaming with real-time events



	Book Description


	Looking...
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Learning LibGDX Game Development, Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2014

	Wield the power of the LibGDX framework to create a cross-platform game


	About This Book

	
		Write your game code once and run it on a multitude of platforms using LibGDX
	
		Learn about the key features of LibGDX that will ease and speed up your development cycles
	
		An...
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Manage Your Project Portfolio: Increase Your Capacity and Finish More ProjectsPragmatic Bookshelf, 2016

	You have too many projects, and firefighting and multitasking are keeping you from finishing any of them. You need to manage your project portfolio. This fully updated and expanded bestseller arms you with agile and lean ways to collect all your work and decide which projects you should do first, second, and never. See how to tie your work to...
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Learn Autodesk Inventor 2018 Basics: 3D Modeling, 2D Graphics, and Assembly DesignApress, 2017

	
		Get started with the basics of part modeling, assembly modeling, presentations, and drawings in this step-by-step tutorial on Autodesk Inventor fundamentals. Next, this book teaches you some intermediate-level topics such as additional part modeling tools, sheet metal modeling, top-down assembly features, assembly joints, and dimension...
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Staying Power : 30 Secrets Invincible Executives Use for Getting to the Top - and Staying ThereMcGraw-Hill, 2003
You have the talent, and you have the ambition—but you lack a specific career  plan to get you to the top. Believe it or not, you’re right on track! “Do not  map out your career” is the first of thirty surprising success secrets that  you’ll discover in Staying Power. In this completely practical, often...
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A Tester's Guide to .NET ProgrammingApress, 2006
Today’s software testing environment has changed. A common trend we are seeing these days is
advertisements for software developers and testers that look virtually the same. Today, companies
all seem to require software test professionals with in-depth knowledge of programming languages
and with significant database skills....
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Winternals: Defragmentation, Recovery, and Administration Field GuideSyngress Publishing, 2006
Winternals first came to my rescue in November of 1999. It was then that I purchased my Winternals Administrator's Pak. It contained BlueSave Version 1.01, ERD Commander Professional Version 1.06, Monitoring Tools (Filemon and Regmon) Enterprise Editions Version 1.0, NTFSDOS Professional Version 3.03, NTRecover Version 1.0, and Remote Recover...
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Fast Track Visual C++(r) 6.0 ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 1998
Get up to speed with the latest version of Visual C++. What makes Fast Track the C++ guide of choice is leading expert Steve Holzner's practical approach to learning by example. Cutting right to the core of issues crucial to programmers, this book begins with a brief refresher course and then moves quickly onto the skills that really count:...
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JavaServer Faces in ActionManning Publications, 2005
Helping front-end developers, back-end developers, and architects understand how they can get the most out of JavaServer Faces (JSF), this guide to the new official standard for simplifying Java web development explains what JSF is, how it works, and how it relates to other frameworks and technologies like Struts, Servlets, Portlets, JSP, and...
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